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Records on Prisoners of War—Missing In Action (POW-MIA) Issues

Extent
460 folders

Access
Collection is open to all researchers. Access to Bush Presidential Records, Bush Vice Presidential Records, and Quayle Vice Presidential Records is governed by the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)(5 USC 552 as amended) and the Presidential Records Act (PRA)(44 USC 22) and therefore records may be restricted in whole or in part in accordance with legal exemptions.

Copyright
Documents in this collection that were prepared by officials of the United States government as part of their official duties are in the public domain. Researchers are advised to consult the copyright law of the United States (Title 17, USC) which governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material.

Provenance
Official records of George Bush’s presidency and vice presidency are housed at the George Bush Presidential Library and administered by the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) under the provisions of the Presidential Records Act (PRA).

Processed By
Staff Archivists, July 1998. Previously restricted materials are added as they are released.

Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 1998-0029-F are a selective, not necessarily all inclusive, body of documents responsive to the topic of the FOIA. Researchers should consult the archivist about related materials.

FOIA 1998-0029-F contains material related to the Prisoner of War/Missing in Action (POW/MIA) issue in Southeast Asia. This includes correspondence received from numerous individuals and groups that were deeply concerned with resolving the fate of the POW/MIAs from the Vietnam conflict. Much of this
personal correspondence is located in the White House Office of Records Management (WHORM) Alpha File and is from the families of those soldiers listed as POW/MIA, veterans once classified as prisoners of war, and from concerned citizens and groups. Such material can also be found in the WHORM Subject File. In addition, the Subject File contains Congressional correspondence on various POW/MIA issues, including requests for closer cooperation with the dissolving Soviet Union to gather possible information from their archives. There were also letters from the public and elected officials advocating passage of H.R. 3603, which called for the declassification of material related to the POW/MIA issue. The subcategory ND007-01 (Casualties - Burials, Military) was also processed in response to this FOIA request. While the majority of material consists of condolence letters (and supporting documentation) written by President Bush to the families of military personnel who died during his administration, there are also documents concerning the POW/MIA issue, most of which are letters sent from the public to President of Mrs. Bush expressing a desire that more attention be placed on the effort to resolve this matter. The White House Staff and Office Files contain a wide variety of material related to the POW/MIA issue. Much of this is routine material, such as the issuing of proclamations, preparations for speeches to POW/MIA groups, and answering the voluminous correspondence received in the White House. Also located throughout these files is correspondence and other documents concerning the various Congressional investigations related to the POW/MIA issue that were held during the Bush administration.

The bulk of material concerning the Bush Administration's policy towards Southeast Asia as it relates to the POW/MIA issue is located in the files of the National Security Council (NSC). A large proportion of these records have been closed in accordance with the Presidential Records Act (PRA) due to the nature of advice documented and security classifications. These consist primarily of memoranda, cables, and reports. Please note, however, that the closed material is quite relevant and may prove a valuable resource in the future once restrictions of the PRA and national security have expired. A special note should be made of the documents found in the files of the Counsels Office. The vast majority of these files contain information gathered in response to subpoenas issued by the Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs. The largest portion of these records are NSC files from the Reagan administration that were sent to Bush administration counselor Mark Paoletta. These files also contain select documents created during several other presidential administrations. As with the Bush administration NSC files, the majority of this material remains closed at present.

Much material already in the public domain is also available in these files. This includes press releases from the White House, other federal agencies, and various groups, especially the National League of Families of American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia. In addition, there are numerous newspaper and magazine articles about the POW/MIA issue in general or dealing more specifically with certain individuals and organizations involved with this matter. Of particular interest are the articles related to Ross Perot. There are also many transcripts of Congressional testimony located throughout these files. Please note that a * indicates a file that is open. A more detailed description of the materials is available in the finding aid for the office or category.

Please note that a ** indicates files or documents that were incidentally processed as part of this FOIA request. While there was an attempt to limit material to the POW/MIA issue in Southeast Asia, information concerning POW/MIA's from other wars and conflicts, especially World War II and the Korean War, are located throughout these files. Because of the integrated nature of this material, there has been no attempt to mark these documents as incidentally processed.

**System of Arrangement**
Records that are responsive to this FOIA request were found in five collection areas—Bush Presidential Records: WHORM Alphabetical Files; Bush Presidential Records: WHORM Subject Files; Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files; Bush Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files; and Quayle Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files. As policy, WHORM Alphabetical Files and WHORM Subject Files are processed at the document level. Staff and Office Files are processed at the folder level, that is,
individual documents are not selected and removed from a folder for processing. While this method maintains folder integrity, it frequently results in the incidental processing of documents that are not wholly responsive to the subject area.

The WHORM Subject File compiled by the White House Office of Records Management is comprised of a series of documents assigned a letter/number combination and filed in a subject category. A complete listing of the subject categories including a detailed description of each category is available in our research room and on our website at http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/research/find/whorm/whorm.html.

Please note that a single asterisk "*" indicates that the category is entirely processed and open.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 1998-0029-F.

**Bush Presidential Records: WHORM Alphabetical Files**

**Name**

Balaton, Modesto  
Baylis, Gerald  
Booth, Benny  
Borah, Dan  
Brandon, Margaret  
Brennan, Maureen  
Breth, Robert  
Brookens, Norman  
Brown, Brenda  
Budway, Maureen  
Carr, Jennifer  
Carroll, Diane  
Centrella, Margaret  
Chi, Tran Ngoc  
Corsten, Daniel  
Curran, Ann  
Daly, Rich  
Davies, J.  
Deal, Albert  
Denker, Earl  
Fosdick, Stephen  
Foy, Harry  
Gatwood, Robin  
Gersten, Dennis  
Gordon, William  
Green, Mischa  
Hanley, Karen  
Haspert, Roger  
Hasskamp, James  
Heinzerling, Marjorie  
Hinkle, James  
Hyde, Kevin  
Kimball, Lance  
Latting, Shannon  
Lederman, Marsha  
Lindsay, Robert  
Locklin, Clint
Lorente, Constance
Mandery, Kathleen
McCann, Darlene
McGarry, William Ted
Maupin, Warren
Morgan, Gene
Morris, Jeff
Muller, Arthur
Nash, Tim
Nichols, Don
Phillips, Dennis
Pogreba, B.A.
Reid, Larry
Rosario, Jose
Rukas, Albert
Sanfie!, Jose
Saoner, Denise
Schwartz, Mark
Shea, Diane
Sheldon, Shelby
Smeathers, Bryan
Sowles, III, Lewis
Spielman, Robert
Swilley, Paul Anne
Sworski, Barbara
Talkington, Wesley
Tambay, Damayanti
Thompson, Robert Peter
Torrey, Mary Ann
Villaflor!, Gaspar
Vinson, Joan
Watts, Artemis
Werstler, Mary
Wheeler, David
Willing, Marianne
Wood, Nathan
Wren, John
Yanko, Karen

**Bush Presidential Records: WHORM Subject Files**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Case Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE004*</td>
<td>Scanned: Case Number 307002CU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO001-03</td>
<td>Scanned: Case Number 028103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO034</td>
<td>Scanned: Case Number 001598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO084*</td>
<td>Scanned: Case Number 355121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO165</td>
<td>Scanned: Case Numbers 333787, 335852, 337541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO172</td>
<td>Scanned: Case Numbers 097832, 280714, 289205, 318523, 326893, 331157,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
331857, 361824, 368990

FE003*  Scanned: Case Numbers 323473, 336493, 337403, 339258CU, 340157CU, 342650, 368218

FE010-01*  Scanned: Case Numbers 097690CU, 132564CU, 335037, 336521, 336654, 338214, 349272CU, 348296CU, 349227CU, 349249CU, 349607

FG006-06  Scanned: Case Numbers 010422, 369240CU

FG013-02  Scanned: Case Number 266269

FG037  Scanned: Case Numbers 268114, 269542, 343945CU

FG999  Scanned: Case Numbers 010422, 369240CU

FO002  Scanned: Case Numbers 012279, 012279SS, 336622

FO006-06  Scanned: Case Number 144673

FO008-01  C.F.: Case Number 298333

HE003*  Unscanned: Case Number 092536

HO*  Scanned: Case Numbers 031047, 055683CU, 058305SS, 060784CU, 165458CU, 174866CU, 174866SS, 253075CU, 253075SS, 264275, 350887CU, 350888SS, 351275CU

HO006*  Scanned: Case Number 296343

IT  Scanned: Case Number 335846

IV089*  Scanned: Case Numbers 008409, 016265, 026184, 028448, 048942, 062995, 077659

IV090*  Scanned: Case Numbers 097875, 129847, 165292, 176498

IV091*  Scanned: Case Numbers 241871, 262675, 278950

IV092*  Scanned: Case Numbers 319447, 322589, 327815, 333065, 339265

MA*  Scanned: Case Number 245837

MA034*  Scanned: Case Numbers 109885, 246431

Unscanned: Case Numbers 053501, 210273, 212790

ME001  Scanned: Case Numbers 045036, 118070, 157612, 343546

ME002  Scanned: Case Numbers 016541, 055520, 059110, 061529, 145014, 216335, 223239, 223328, 254066, 267393, 336323SS

ND007-01*  Scanned: Case Numbers 013863, 016762, 026856, 045796, 049245, 056678,
067984, 073607, 079347, 086290, 105763, 106031, 115573, 115846, 116686, 126537, 160023, 180948, 180956, 185916, 197088CU, 228026, 241839, 254039, 254192, 263189, 266185, 266289, 266599, 277983, 295218, 300389, 315663, 332568CU, 333157CU, 335127CU, 357685, 359937, 360826, 365358

Unscanned: 060650, 063994, 065242, 071867, 083156, 092335, 097239, 099739, 101055, 105108, 111922, 120304, 122126, 129816, 130853, 143336, 157643, 161264, 163461, 170592, 174125, 174267, 177146, 192282, 196228, 221256

C.F.: 140606, 171624, 171624SS, 281920, 314628, 328909

ND011-01
Scanned: Case Number 339258SS

ND016
Scanned: Case Numbers 011923, 011957, 011973, 183931, 215323, 215323SS, 216623, 217202SS, 221960, 223250, 227291, 230535, 242861, 244623, 256726, 257654, 259157, 262720, 262754, 263651, 270297, 273397CU, 276956, 292651, 296682, 304624, 307397, 314722CU, 316596, 322630, 333440, 335988CU, 336301, 336315, 341388, 344441CU, 346081, 346519, 346811CU, 347149CU, 349210CU, 350157, 356511CU

Unscanned: Case Numbers 017806, 017989, 031472, 219030

PR003
Scanned: Case Number 351593

PR012
Scanned: Case Numbers 076236, 263611, 265420, 274788, 274869, 275026, 354622, 358983, 367584

C.F.: Case Number 157101

PR012-01
Scanned: Case Numbers 011074, 241635, 297639, 346313, 346343, 346347

Unscanned: Case Numbers 018054, 029796

PR012-02
Scanned: Case Numbers 008595, 017000, 265410, 276674, 283603, 283739, 284593

Unscanned: Case Number 007853

PR013-05
Scanned: Case Number 110418CU

PR013-08
Scanned: Case Numbers 316836, 356511SS

PR013-12
Unscanned: Case Number 040869

PR015-01
Scanned: Case Number 365716

SP100*
Scanned: Case Number 000457

SP582*
Scanned: Case Numbers 057167CU, 057167SS, 063158, 072033SS

Unscanned: Case Number 068125
SP972* Scanned: Case Numbers 339422CU, 339422SS-351719, 340602, 342343SS, 342298, 346831, 350549, 351719

TA001 Scanned: Case Numbers 280888, 302673, 363411CU

TR001* Scanned: Case Number 344742

TR007* Scanned: Case Number 007524

VA* Scanned: Case Number 068110

**Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files**

**Advance Office**

Peggy Hazelrigg Files

National League of Families of POW/MIA, Friday, July 24, 1992 [OA/ID 08182]

**Correspondence Office**

Joan Gibson

National POW/MIA Recognition Day [OA/ID 03093]
National POW/MIA Recognition Day, 1989 [OA/ID 03098]
National POW/MIA Recognition Day, 1991 [OA/ID 06231]
National POW/MIA Recognition Day, 1992 [OA/ID 06556]
National POW/MIA Recognition Day, 1991 [OA/ID 06559]
National POW/MIA Recognition Day, 1990 [OA/ID 22774]

Susan Griffith Files

National Former POWs, 1989 [OA/ID 01596]
National POW/MIA Recognition Day, 1989 [OA/ID 02401]

Charles Horvath Files

POW/MIA Letter, Christmas 1990 [OA/ID 05860]
Copies of Robos on Azure - Administration Message to MIA/POW Letters during Christmas 1990 [OA/ID 05862]

James O'Neill Files

MIA [Binder] [OA/ID 07890] [1 of 2]
MIA [Binder] [OA/ID 07890] [2 of 2]

**Surplus Proclamations—SLR Proclamations**

POW/MIA Recognition Day [OA/ID 08288]

**Counsels Office**

C. Boyden Gray Files—Subject Files

POW/MIA [OA/ID 45078]

Mark Paoletta Files—Subject Files

Lexis Nexis Search on Perot/POW Issue [OA/ID 45567]
Articles—Perot/POW [Prisoners of War] [OA/ID 45567] [1 of 2]
Articles—Perot/POW [Prisoners of War] [OA/ID 45567] [2 of 2]
Duplicates of Information in Binders on POW/MIA Affairs [OA/ID 45570] [6]
Reagan Library Documents and Other Information Regarding the POW/MIA Issue [OA/ID 45570] [1]
Reagan Library Documents and Other Information Regarding the POW/MIA Issue [OA/ID 45570] [2]
Reagan Library Documents and Other Information Regarding the POW/MIA Issue [OA/ID 45570] [3]
Responses to POW/MIA Inquiry [OA/ID 45570]

Gene Schaerr Files—Subject Files
POW [Prisoners of War] Select Committee [OA/ID 45633]

John Schmitz Files—Alphabetical Subject Files
POW [Prisoner of War]/MIA [Missing in Action] [OA/ID 45691]

Executive Clerk, Office of
Bill Files
7/28/89 - S J R 129 - National POW/MIA Recognition Day; S J R 142 - Lyme Disease Awareness Week [OA/ID 02998]

Legislative Affairs, Office of
James Renne Files
POW/MIA [OA/ID 07249]

Media Affairs, Office of
Dorrance Smith Files
POW/MIA Issue 8/92 [OA/ID 08292]

National Security Council
R. Nicholas Burns and Ed Hewitt Files
POWs [OA/ID CF01756]

Richard Childress Files—Subject Files
U.S.-Laos Negotiations [OA/ID CF00319] [1 of 2]
U.S.-Laos Negotiations [OA/ID CF00319] [2 of 2]
U.S.-Vietnamese Negotiations [OA/ID CF00319] [1 of 3]
U.S.-Vietnamese Negotiations [OA/ID CF00319] [2 of 3]
U.S.-Vietnamese Negotiations [OA/ID CF00319] [3 of 3]
Transition - POW/MIA [OA/ID CF00319]
POW/MIA - 1989 [OA/ID CF00319]
[POW-MIA] [OA/ID CF00319] [1 of 2]
[POW-MIA] [OA/ID CF00319] [2 of 2]

Lorne Craner Files
Laos, 6/91 - [OA/ID CF01936]
Vessey, 1/92 Soloman, 3/92 [OA/ID CF01936]
7976 [OA/ID CF01936]**
POW/MIA IAG [OA/ID CF01936]
Vietnam - POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01936] [1 of 2]
Vietnam - POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01936] [2 of 2]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01936] [1 of 5]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01936] [2 of 5]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01936] [3 of 5]
Karl Jackson Files—1989 Subject Files
Laos - 1989 [OA/ID CF00309]
POW-MIA 1989 [OA/ID CF00309] [1 of 3]
POW-MIA 1989 [OA/ID CF00309] [2 of 3]
POW-MIA 1989 [OA/ID CF00309] [3 of 3]
Vietnam [OA/ID CF00309]

Karl Jackson Files—1990 Subject Files
POW-MIA [OA/ID CF00757]
POW-MIA 1990 [OA/ID CF00758]
POW-MIA 1991 [OA/ID CF00758]
Vietnam - General, 1990 [OA/ID CF00758]

Karl Jackson Files—1990 Subject Files
Laos - General [OA/ID CF00314]

Virginia Lampley Files
POW/MIA Affairs [OA/ID CF01361] [1 of 5]
POW/MIA Affairs [OA/ID CF01361] [2 of 5]
POW/MIA Affairs [OA/ID CF01361] [3 of 5]
POW/MIA Affairs [OA/ID CF01361] [4 of 5]
POW/MIA Affairs [OA/ID CF01361] [5 of 5]

Torkel Patterson Files
South Korea - POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01519]

Stephen Rademaker Files
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01619] [1 of 3]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01619] [2 of 3]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01619] [3 of 3]

Nicholas Rostow Files – Subject File
POW/MIA - Documents [1] [OA/ID CF01420] [1 of 2]
POW/MIA - Documents [2] [OA/ID CF01420] [2 of 2]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01420] [1 of 3]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01420] [2 of 3]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01420] [3 of 3]
POW/MIA Documents (Produced for Senate Committee) [1] [OA/ID CF01743] [1 of 2]
POW/MIA Documents (Produced for Senate Committee) [2] [OA/ID CF01743] [2 of 2]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01743] [1 of 5]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01743] [2 of 5]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01743] [3 of 5]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01743] [4 of 5]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01743] [5 of 5]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01743] [1 of 3]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01743] [2 of 3]
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF01743] [3 of 3]
POW/MIA Classified [OA/ID CF01745] [1 of 7]
POW/MIA Classified [OA/ID CF01745] [2 of 7]
POW/MIA Classified [OA/ID CF01745] [3 of 7]
Ronald Von Lembke  
POW/MIA [OA/ID CF00752]

Personnel Office  
Jose Martinez Files  
Document Request RE: POW/MIA Issue [OA/ID 07003]

Policy Development, Office of  
Bobby Charles Files  
MIAs/POWs [OA/ID 07341]

James Pinkerton Files  
POW-MIA [OA/ID 04949]

Roger Porter Files  
POW/MIA [OA/ID 08852]

Press Office*  
Marlin Fitzwater - Subject File  
Perot/POW/MIA Issue Briefing [OA/ID 06548]  
POW/MIA [OA/ID 06549]

Public Liaison Office  
William Caldwell Files  
An Examination of U.S. Policy Toward POW/MIAs [Publication] [OA/ID 06385]  
POW/MIA Factbook [Publication] [OA/ID 06387]  
POW/MIA Material [Untitled Binder] [OA/ID 06387] [1 of 2]  
POW/MIA Material [Untitled Binder] [OA/ID 06387] [2 of 2]  
National League of Families of American POWs/MIAs [OA/ID 06393]  
NAM - POWs, Inc. [OA/ID 06393]  
OPN Hope POW/MIA [OA/ID 06393]  
POW/MIA [OA/ID 06393]  
POW/MIA Info [06393]  
Purple Heart Issue for POWs [OA/ID 06393]

Leigh Ann Metzger Files  
POW/MIA [OA/ID 06887]  
National Ex-POWs [OA/ID 07164]

James Schaefer Files  
POW-MIA [OA/ID 07560]

Public Liaison Files  
“Bring them Home” – POW/MIA [OA/ID 02865]

Records Management, Office of  
Miscellaneous – Search Material from Various Investigations  
POW/MIA Search [OA/ID CF01923]
Speechwriting Office*
  Speech File - Backup
  POW/MIA - 7/24/92 [OA/ID 07577]

Bush Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files

Operations, Administration and Staff Secretary, Office of
  Thomas Collamore Files
  Thomas Collamore: Briefing Book, 9/16/88, Columbus, Findley, and Dayton, Ohio
    [OA/ID 14401]
  VP Remarks, 9/16/88, Dayton, Ohio - National POW/MIA Recognition Day [OA/ID 14401]
  VP Remarks, 9/16/88, Dayton, Ohio - National POW/MIA Recognition Day Ceremony
    [OA/ID 14401]
  Presidential Commission on MIAs [OA/ID 14428]

Press Office*
  Press Office Files—General Guidance File/State Guidance File
    MIAs [OA/ID 14971]

  Press Office Files
    POW/MIA F. Policy Vietnam [OA/ID 14969]

Scheduling Office
  Dan Sullivan Files and Jennifer Fitzgerald Files—Event Files
  Fundraiser Dinner for four Republican candidates who are all returned Vietnam POWs - 10/22/82, 6:55, Four Seasons Hotel, Washington, D.C. - Canceled [OA/ID 14671]
  Attend POW/MIA Ceremony - 7/20/84 - White House, South Lawn, 9:55 a.m.
    [OA/ID 14676]

Quayle Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files

Chief of Staff, Office of
  Quayle Speech Files
    National League of POW/MIA, 7/13/90 [OA/ID 21776]

National Security Affairs
  JoAnne Hilty Files
    National League of POW/MIA Families, 21st Annual Meeting - 7/13/90 [OA/ID 22358]

Scheduling Office
  Scheduling Files—Domestic Schedules, June 1990-September 1990
    POW/MIA Annual Families’ Meeting, 7/13/90 [OA/ID 21663]

Last modified: 5/8/2009
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